
 

 

Should Potential and Interest be the ONLY parameters for 

deciding Career? 

For finding the right answer SB Global School is organizing Lakshya 2017: Annual 

School Education & Career Summit on Friday, 10 November 2017. 

 

We believe that it is the education and learning that can bring about the true transformation 

in society, making it both economically and socially better. In this regard education has to 

be given the highest priority especially in a country like India. This is the guiding spirit with 

which school create and provide enabling learning environment to the responsible and 

purposeful citizens of the society to serve their country. 

 

There are 2 important stages in a student’s life. First is class IX when he starts building 

his interest in a particular subject to select the stream to build up his career and the 

Second is class XI when he plans to concentrate on his stream to select up the right 

course and Institution for his higher education. This four year starting from class IX to XII 

decides rest of your life and career. If we select the right option we are always in a 

win-win situation but a wrong selection always end up with depression, 

disappointments and wastage of efforts. 

 

 

It has been observed that now day’s students are confused about their career planning. 

After class X they select their stream for further studies on the basis of: 

 Marks secured in boards 

 Interest and potential  

 Family pressure 

 Influence of peer group, family, and society 

 

After class XII they select their Course & Institution for further studies on the basis of: 

 Influence of peer group, family, and society 

 Image of particular course or Institution 

 Giving more weightage to Institution than course 

 Media coverage given to particular course or Institution 

 

 

What are the Main Issues? 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 Short term approach of a particular course 

 

If there are so many factors which determine your career than why we have following 

serious issues: 

 Large number of science students going for commerce courses in colleges 

 Students voluntarily leave their studies in between 

 Large number of students get drop out 

 Increasing depression cases 

 People work under stress, are not happy, don’t get promotions on time, keep 

struggling around with things and their potentials are not utilized to the maximum.  

 

 

 

 Decision based on interest and potential of student and NOT on how he will be 

part of society and earn his livelihood once he is out of college. Everyone gives all 

importance to “interest” but not on HOW he will earn good living. No one talks about 

life after college which to a great extend depends on family background, beliefs and 

financials. 

 Use of wrong parameters to judge student interest and potential. Academic 

excellence is important but it’s more important to have right aptitude and potential 

to be in a profession. For Example: - If a child like listening to music it’s not related 

to that he will grow up as a musician or if as a child is interested in plants it’s not 

obvious that he will do well in botany. There is a need to understand the difference 

between hobby and profession.  One’s hobby can be his profession but it’s not 

important that his profession is his hobby. 

 NOT giving the student clear understanding of job profile he is aiming. 

Student is very much “interested” in science and joins medicine but he is not 

comfortable in surgery or working in nights. Result is he does not perform well in 

course. If you are not flexible in working in odd working hours and travelling then 

you are not a person for journalism no matter you like writing articles and scripts 

 Dreaming without backup plan. Students aims to be a top sportsperson or join 

civil services or govt job. They do not give importance to graduate courses thinking 

that they have different aim and forget that without disciplined routine it is not 

possible to go to top. They join coaching keeping themselves in myth. In the end 

when they do not end up realizing their dreams they lack even basics to support 

living. 

It is not just important to select the right stream, course, college or profession but is also 

important to understand the profile you will be working on throughout your life after 

opting it.  

We study for Years... Let’s give ONE day to understand what are we studying 

and why? 

LAKSHAYA is the platform for the aspirant students studying in IX to XII Standards to find 

out routes to their academic success. Here in this meet they will learn the possible 

directions to choose their career options. This inter School student engagement program  

 

Main reasons for Issues 

 



 

 

will be full of exciting Activities like - expert talks, expert meet, face-to-face interaction, on 

the spot competitions etc.  

Principal, Teachers and Students of schools in the following regions will be attending the 

event – Delhi, Sonepat, Panipat, Baghpat, Baraut. 

It will bring down experts from different walks of life to address these problems 

coming up with every student. This activity will be more like to a confidence booster and 

motivational session. Students will get an opportunity to hear from the horse’s mouth. For 

example - student looking for career in medical science will get opportunity to meet the top 

surgeons, doctors from the top notch hospital and will get an opportunity to understand all 

about the profession and life after selecting it. Same goes with industries like engineering, 

management, sports, banking, fashion, design, teaching, hospitality, law etc. 

Participation certificate will be given to all participants 

 

 

 It is NOT a counseling session where general counselor will guide students for all the 

courses. 

 Students will get insight into various job profiles, challenges one faces and rewards 

of various profession and can decide based upon his interest or requirements 

 In this event not only the faculties from top institutions like IIT, IIM, FMS, DTU, Delhi 

University, IP University will be invited for the event But also professionals – 

Doctors, Engineers, Managers, Fashion Stylist, Teachers, Defence services etc will be 

interacting with students. 

 Event will provide students with a platform to interact with the experts from various 

industry and background under one roof via this inter-school student engagement 

program.   

 

Following is the important summary of the event: 

 

 Date: Friday, 10 November 2017 

 Venue: SB Global School, Meerut Road (Pallri), Sonepat NCR Delhi 131001 

 Who can attend: Principal, Teachers, students of classes IX to XII 

 Timings: 10:00 am to 1:00 pm 

 Registration for summit: 8:30 am  

 School Registration: As per details given in registration form (online or offline 

registration) 

 Transport: If school required transport for the summit, it can give the requirement 

in the School Registration Form or contact the event in charge. 

 Contact person: Aparna Babbar, Event In charge, 9996555257, ao@sbglobalschool.in 

 

 

Why this Summit is Different from other Career Events 
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